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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a multi-agent model for analyzing
recognition process of advertising information. We selected
brand communication in enterprises as our research target
and analyzed customer’s recognition process of TV
commercials from the viewpoints of audio-visual rhetoric
and cognitive science. And we designed multi-agent model
concerned with customer’s recognition process. The multiagent model makes clear the interaction between elements
of customer’s knowledge structure and the rhetorical
characteristics of audio-visuals. It is found that the model is
effective in the evaluation of advertisement.

1 Introduction
As spreading personal medium (e.g. the www, a cellular
phone etc.), information environment between information
provider and receiver has being more complicated and
heterogeneous. It has been pointed out that that designing
systems taking characteristics of man-machine interaction
and computer mediated human communication into
consideration is important.
However, conventional studies on media communication
(for example groupware, CSCW (Computer Supported
Cooperative Work), CMC (Computer Mediated
Communication) etc.) did not discuss the effects of
rhetorical
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Advertising Information Processing
2.1 Role of Advertisements on Brand Knowledge
From the perspective of brand management, advertising builds a
preferred brand knowledge structure within the consumer
perceptions [8], or modifies an existing structure. Systemized
brand values reduce information processing load at the time of
decision making of the brand, which underscores the need for
strategic brand equity design to be tightly linked to the consumer
goal/plan knowledge structure associated with the product
category [8]. Naturally, advertising plays a crucial role in the

construction and management of the advertiser’s intended brand
equity as a consumer knowledge structure.
However, goal/plan knowledge structure is affected at the aspects
of memory and remembering not only by functional and rational
goal [1; 6], but also through consumer consumption mode. This
consumption mode is the process where the consumer sifts
through information and alternatives, which is influenced by the
purpose and context of the product, or by the consumer
expectations and outlook mode Therefore, the ads understanding
process to construct the brand knowledge structure with the
consumer goal/plan knowledge structure, needs a higher-order
cognitive process which includes understanding of affective
symbolic benefit, not just the process which reasonably conveys
the functional benefit.

From the perspective of advertising studies, not a few
researches have noted that emotions are assumed to
influence on thought processes [4]; to create a positive
attitude toward the ad and translate this into attitudes
toward the brand [5]; or to work by transforming the user’s
experience. Despite of this, there is currently no cohesive
system that satisfactorily explains the role of emotions in
the perception and understanding of advertising
information; and consequently, there is little confidence in
method used to assess emotional responses to ads.
Vakratsas and Ambler (1999) classified over 250
advertising studies concerned with ad effects into 7
categories, based on the primary dimensions in consumer
behavior, such as cognition and affect. Since prior studies
of the information processing paradigm have focused
primarily on the consumer cognitive actions, examining
information acquisition, integration, and memory with an
emphasis on rational aspects emotional response has
tended to be viewed as a relatively peripheral process [7].

2.2 Cognitive Analysis of Advertisement
Recognizing Process
However, cognition and emotion form a complex and
inseparable relationship within higher-order human
cognitive behavior [3]. Higher-order image processing
exists in emotions. In the central route of the elaboration

likelihood model, emotions play a substantial role in
understanding product features.
From this perspective, the ads understanding process as
brand knowledge forming need to be considered as a
higher-order cognitive process which includes not only
reasonable understanding of functional benefit, but
understanding of benefit based on user and usage imagery
and brand personality

2.3 Cognitive Appraisal Theories
This theory stresses the role of cognition in the generation
of emotion, treating emotion as a product of cognitive
behavior, such as understanding, reasoning, anticipation,
memory, evaluation, and motivation proposed the
following layers of understanding involving the process
that occurs while reading a novel.
Understanding as Problem Solving (PS).
This kind of understanding of human actions is made
possible by a common understanding of a goal/plan
knowledge structure.
Not only is this essential in
understanding the characters in the advertisement, it is
central to understanding the perception of product
properties, in which consumers calculate that a product
providing a given function is capable of providing a known
benefit.
Understanding as Affective Reasoning (AR).
This kind of understanding is invoked by using a shared
awareness of emotional states. It is applied to dramatis
personae in advertising narratives, films, and novels. If a
character is walking with an expression of self-confidence,
the perceiver/reader implicitly perceives the character to
have accomplished something important and satisfying as
following process. This is a rational understanding based
on correlation between action outcomes (achieved, failed)
and the mental states of persons.
Understanding as Emotion Evocation (EmE).
If the targeted viewer also happens to enjoy the advertising
content, the interpersonal emotions to the characters in the
advertisement which is different from AR are also invoked.
In addition to the interpersonal emotions, the viewer also
evokes the aesthetic emotions of the overall advertising
narrative, or the manner in which the product is presented.
This understanding is important for perceivers to
comprehend non-product aspect of brand, such as brand
personality.
Understanding as Evaluation Evocation (EvE).
Within this process, we also posit (interpersonal)
evaluation, a type of cognition that differs from
interpersonal emotion. This provides a clear distinction
between the evocation of emotion and evaluation and a

correct understanding of the advertising content, which
takes place in the realm of information processing.
‘Empathy’ is considered to be an affective response
invoked when EmE is coupled with EvE. When empathy
or sympathy occurs for a specific brand, we speak of
‘acceptance’ and ‘confidence’.
Understanding as Desire Evocation (DE).
Tokosumi [9] describes the following transition with regard o a
shift in viewers’ reasoning process while watching a TV drama:
observation phase --> understanding phase --> desire evocation
phase. As Observation phase, the viewers typically perform meta
cognitions (i. e. , about TV dramas generally) reasoning based on
the titles and background music. As the story unfolds, the
viewers’ desires emerge in the form of the reasoning of
explanation creation in desire evocation phase. Considering the
goal of advertising communication which is consistent with
changing feelings to the direction of purchasing products [2], the
goal of advertisers is to achieve DE toward the brand.

3 Multi-Agents Based Approach
We regarded these simple processes as agents and
developed a multi-agent model of human recognition
process of TV commercials. How does each agent work
and influence on the processes? How does each agent
collaborate and organize the brand learning process? We
consider these matters through the implementation of the
multi-agent system.
We selected brand communication in enterprises as our
research target and studied customer’s recognition process
of TV commercials form the viewpoints of audio-visual
rhetoric and cognitive science taking into account of
following points.
Relation between the recognition process (e.g. story
understanding process) and the rhetorical structure of
audio-visuals
Affective and cognitive effects on human recognition by
audio-visuals that involve story depend and story
independent elements.
A methodology for making audio-visuals based on
consideration of the relation between the intention of
information sender, rhetorical characteristics of the audiovisuals and the information receiver’s recognition
processes.
As the results, the recognition process is regarded as an
interaction between story processes, character processes
(two process as line) and brand processes (one process as
point). It has been cleared that there are some interaction
types. It has also been cleared that setting up viewpoint in
story processing, affective and cognitive effects brought by
audio-visual contents are very important factors.

Fig.1 Viewer's Sensory Ontology
However, to develop information model for designing
audio-visual medium concretely, it is necessary to make
clear the structures of audio-visual, brand knowledge and
goal-plans, model the interaction between the elements of
the these structures, and understand their mechanisms.
Therefore, we tried to develop the multi-agent model for
analyzing customer’s ads recognition. We design the
model that consists of sensory agents, short-term and longterm memory agents and make clear the inner structures of
agents and collaboration mechanisms.
We develop a multi-agent model to simulate understanding
process based on the Cognitive Appraisal Theories. The
model consists of five modules (See Fig1). We also
implemented and evaluated a prototype system based on
the model by using two protocol samples.

3.1 Ontological Analysis of TV Commercial
The elements in the audio-visual scenes of TV
commercials are classified to threefold, (a) object in the
scene (e.g. product, person, character etc.), (b) space-time
event in the scenes (e.g. story, action etc.), (c) rhetorical
mood in the scenes (e.g. visual tone, narration etc.)
To investigate the relation between the recognition
processes and the elements that appear in the scenes of TV
commercials, we did an ontological analysis of TV
commercial(see Fig.1). In concrete, we developed the
ontology of the recognized objects in the TV commercials
by explicitly describing the concepts and their relations
form protocol data.
Ontology is a term in philosophy and defined as “the
branch of metaphysical enquiry concerned with the study
of existence itself”. In AI community, an ontology is
defined as “an explicit specification of conceptualization”
which is intended to use as base for knowledge
representation. Ontology is represented as systems of

Fig.2 Inner Structure of A Sensory Agent
symbols in computers, i.e., symbols and their relations
represent concepts and their relations respectively.
Ontology commits only declarative nature of systems of
concepts because its purpose is to provide content for
knowledge representation.
To computational implementation of the human reasoning
and understanding process, it is important that we study the
ontological structures concerned and involved with the
above processes. We can understand the human intelligent
activities by making clear the ontological structure.

3.2 Multi-Age nt Model
Fig.3 shows the overview of our multi-agent model. The
model consists of sensory agents, monitoring agents, a
working memory, high-order recognition agents and longterm memory agents.
There are there typical agent model, considering agent
model (e.g. BDI model), reactive agent model (e.g.
subsumption architecture) and hybrid model of the two
former models. Our model is the hybrid model, the
subsumption model is adopted for sensor agents, the
considering agent model is adopted for short-term and
long-term memory agents.
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Sensory agents write information about recognized objects
to the working memory. In actual human cognition process,
there are interaction sensor and long-term memory, in
present our model, the agents treat only object which
appear in protocol data. The sensory agent family consists
of the background, character, behavior, article and rhetoric
agents (see Fig. 2).
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Fig.3 Multi-Agent Model
In a monitoring Agent Family, there is fourfold agent:
meta-monitoring agent, story processing agent, character
processing agent, rhetoric processing agent.
Meta-monitoring agent
The meta-monitoring agent selectively responds to the
element which changes viewer’s viewpoint in the TV
commercial (e.g. audio-visual effects, scene changes ) and
directs sensory agents and monitoring agents to the
remarkable object of the next scene .
Story processing agent
Story processing agent understand consecutive scene as
story in the TV commercial. If this agent is only active, the
brand knowledge process isn’t done well.
Character processing agent
Character processing agent monitors character objects and
their behaviors.
Rhetoric processing agent
Rhetoric processing agent responds to the rhetorical mood
of the audio-visual selectively.
Story processing agent
The story processing agent, the character processing agent
and the rhetorical processing agent also are related to the
non-product related property of the brand knowledge
structure. The objects and their states that these agents
remark are written into the brand knowledge on brand
knowledge processing
Brand knowledge processing
On the other hand, The Brand knowledge processing agent
responds the information related to the product related
property, it writes and changes the brand knowledge.
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Higher order recognition agents understand advertising
information based cognitive appraisal theories. There are
six types of agent: (1) MC agent, (2) AR agent, (3) EvE
agent, (4) PS agent, (5) EmE agent, (6)DE agent.
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Recently, in cognitive science, working memory is
remarked and regarded as the basis of high-order cognitive
function such as language understanding, consideration etc.
It seem that working memory is related to (1) selecting
information from environment, (2) maintaining and
operating selected information, (3) generating the results of
understanding information (generating answers), (4)
outputting the actions based on the answers, (5) evaluating
the result of actions.
In our multi-agent model, working memory architecture is
adopted for multi-agent collaboration.
Sensory agents write the information about TV ads objects
into the working memory. The information in the working
memory are monitored, read, changed by meta-monitoring
agent, high-order recognition agents, long-term memory
agents.
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Long term memory agents are twofold:(1) goal-plan agent
and (2) long-term memory agent
In the process of deducting answers such as making
decision concerned with products, customer’s brand
knowledge is operated as the system of goal-plan
knowledge represented in if-then rule. The goal-plan agent
maintains and manipulates the customer’s goal plans.
On the other hand, long-term memory agent maintains the
customer’s long term memory, for example, knowledge
concerned with product category, brand, product, character,
TV commercial etc. The agent retrieves the relevant
information form long-term memory responding to the
content of working memory and requests from other agents.

In generally, it is difficult to describe all of common sense
knowledge, so we focus on the knowledge concerned with
brand knowledge management.

4. Evaluation and Discussion
In this section, we analyze a viewer’s recognition process
on each scene(see Fig.4) using our multi-agent model.
Sene1
In the first scene, three characters appear and the brand
name is narrated at the same time. The representation of
the scene is focused on portraying character’s appearance
actively than informing the brand.
The customer’s understanding ads is concentrated on EmE
(“lovely”, “active” and “cheerful”) to the characters and
their actions. The fact seems to enhance the motivation to
following brand knowledge process.
Sene2
In the second scene, the characteristics of this product are
explained thorough character’s action. The main message
is
“The warm face pack in 60 seconds makes your skin
slick.”
In general advertising, such messages are often represented
directly. For example, characters send messages to viewers,
or the process of permeating into skin is described with
figures. However, in this ads, the process of skin’s being
warm and slick is described thorough the character’s
behaviors. Specially, the look of warming skin represented
through the character’s action in thermograph. It seem that
this representation enable to communicate the product
property more effective than the representation with only
functional figures. And the narration “the warm face pack
in 60 seconds” is announced as if it supplement the
description.
The audience is not only interested in but also evaluated
the description as the product benefit.
Most of the directive explanations for the functional
properties of the products are recognized superficially ad
meta cognition. Even if the product benefits are understood
thorough inference of the product property, the benefits are
often regarded uncertain.
On the other hand, in this case, the audiences understand as
affective reasoning through the scenes that the characters
are active and satisfied with the product concerned. This
understanding contributes to arouse customer’s expectation
to the product benefit. In short, AR works effectively to
understanding the product property and benefit through the
character’s behaviors.
Sene3

Fig4. Scene Analysis
Third scene describes the characters are enjoying shopping
at free market changing the scene that is not related to the
product.
However, as result of analysis of viewer’s understanding
process, AR and EmE to this scene are translated to
friendly feeling to the brand. Understanding brand
personality works by removing the blocking factors of
customer’s use. It is typical case that understanding brand
personality activates through character’s behaviors.
Sene4
In fourth scene, the product name is announced showing
the package design of the product.
The viewer understood the red and roundish design as
EmE (”It’s lovely”).
The viewer’s motion to characters and their behaviors form
scene1 to last scene4 is translated to the emotion to brand
personality. The viewer’s background knowledge related

to esthetic activates through the brand name ”Tsuru-tsuru
face estetic (silky face esthetic) ”(see Fig. 5).

5.Conclution
In this paper, we propose a multi-agent model for
analyzing recognition process of advertising information.
We selected brand communication in enterprises as our
research target and analyzed customer’s recognition
process of TV commercials form the viewpoints of audiovisual rhetoric and cognitive science taking into account of
following points with our model. As result of analysis, it is
found that the multi-agent model make clear the interaction
between elements of customer’s knowledge structure and It
is possible us to treat the sender’s purpose, the rhetorical
characteristics of audio-visual and viewer’s cognitive
process with explicit and computer-executable form.
Future works are as follows:
Developing a model considered an interaction between
various media
Experimental evaluation with large-scale protocol data
Design the design supporting system for audio-visual
contents
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